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My sister Rutie and I drove up north to Mount Gilboa (a disappointment) and to Park HaMaayanot (an 
amazing success). My sister read somewhere that there’s a 300 meter hike in 30-40cm of water 
somewhere in the park. We got in the water in the wrong place, and ended up with about a kilometer in 
water up to our chests, and sometimes up to our chins! This all with us fully dressed and carrying our 
docs and electronics. It was fun!!!
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<p>My sister Rutie and I drove up north to Mount Gilboa (a disappointment) and

to Park HaMaayanot (an amazing success). My sister read somewhere that

there's a 300 meter hike in 30-40cm of water somewhere in the park. We

got in the water in the wrong place, and ended up with about a kilometer

in water up to our chests, and sometimes up to our chins! This all with

us fully dressed and carrying our docs and electronics. It was fun!!!
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